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Overview

About Juxtapose
Pop-ads, autoplaying videos, and unorganized smatterings of content. This is what many readers of
news are inundated with, simply by navigating to their local newspaper’s website. While local news is
incredibly important for informing communities, many outlets lack a modern, professional digital
presence.

Currently, local newsrooms are faced with dwindling resources. More advertising has moved online,
forcing local newspapers to adjust. Journalists and newsrooms need to adapt to the changing market,
but they’re finding that as their needs increase, their resources are shrinking.

This is where Juxtapose comes in.

Juxtapose is all about the intersection of print and digital. It offers a ready-to-go WordPress template,
as well as a guide on customizing it. By providing a one-stop-shop for creating a professional news
website, it takes the burden off of newspapers while also improving user experience for readers.

User Testing Plan
Juxtapose addresses a two-part issue: the frustrations of local newspapers and the poor user
experience for their readers. Our User Testing Plan (UTP) will test Juxtapose’s ability to alleviate both
problems.

In this phase of testing, our goal is to ensure local newspapers are able to adequately access and
understand the educational resources as well as the template. We will also focus on ensuring we have
the best user experience for readers by testing the template. A final phase will likely include ongoing
research and updates.

For testing to ensure users have access to the educational resources and the template, we will be
targeting people with:

1. Some background/interest in journalism.
2. Minimal knowledge/experience in WordPress.

By ensuring our testers have a background/interest in journalism, we’ll reach users with a similar
knowledge and skillset as our target audience. If our testers have minimal knowledge/experience in
WordPress, we’ll ensure that our guide is clear, even for novices.

For testing the template to ensure it has the necessary features and is designed well, we will be
targeting a range of demographics since nearly every group can be a user of local news websites. This
will ensure the website is clear and usable for any type of reader.
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Significance
A significant part of the value of Juxtapose is contingent on its capacity to educate. If our users are not
able to access, understand or apply our resources, then the template is not as useful as it could be.

It’s vital that we include all necessary information that users may need to implement our template, while
not being redundant or condescending. It’s also vital that this information is organized in such a way
that users are able to find what they’re looking for, without having to read carefully. User testing will
guide the content that we include in our UX guide, as well as the design and organizational decisions
that we make.

Furthermore, being situated in Grady College, the team is cognizant of the possibility of our tool being
used as a resource for students in the future. If our user testing is productive, it could open our target
market to include future journalists, as well as established journalists.

Additionally, the template must also be designed well and easy to use for it to be of use to local
newsrooms. If readers don’t enjoy using websites based on the template, the tool loses its value.
Ensuring it has the necessary features and is organized well is vital to making Juxtapose a helpful
product.
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Exploratory Research

Personas
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Audience Analysis Table

Financial status 71% of Americans think the local news does well
financially, only 14% actually pay for local news.1

Sta�ng concerns From 2004-2018, newsroom employees decreased by
47%.2

Print vs. Digital From 2014-2018, digital circulation has decreased by 30%
while unique news site visitors has increased by 50%.3

Digital advertising revenue From 2011-2018, digital advertising went from accounting
for 17% of a newspaper’s advertising revenue to 35%.4

Relevance In 2018, 73% of Americans reported that they follow local
news.5 As a result of the pandemic, 23% of Americans
report that they follow the local news more.6
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https://www.journalism.org/2019/03/26/for-local-news-americans-embrace-digital-but-still-want-strong-community-connection/
https://www.journalism.org/fact-sheet/newspapers/
https://www.journalism.org/fact-sheet/newspapers/
https://www.journalism.org/fact-sheet/newspapers/
https://www.journalism.org/2019/03/26/for-local-news-americans-embrace-digital-but-still-want-strong-community-connection/
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/07/02/local-news-is-playing-an-important%20-role-for-americans-during-covid-19-outbreak/#:~:text=Local%20news%20is%20playing%20an,Americans%20during%20COVID%2D19%20outbreak&text=Around%20a%20quarter%20(23%25),news%20at%20the%20national%20level.


Consent Form
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Script and Task Table
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UX Guide Task Table
Tasks Success/

Fail
Notes

1. You’ve just stumbled across this website
and you want to learn more about what
it’s about. What is this website? What do
you even do here? You’re not sure. Where
should you go to learn more about
Juxtapose and its purpose?

The information about Juxtapose should be
formatted in a way that the user is able to skim
and quickly understand the two parts of
Juxtapose (UX guide and Template).

2. That was informative. This is exactly
what you’re looking for. Where would you
look to find the educational materials
offered by the UX guide?

The user should navigate back to the home
page and scroll down to find the UX guide.

3. Why not learn kinesthetically? There are
instructions on how to download the
WordPress template and integrate it on to
your site. Where would you look to find
the instructions and the download link?

The user should navigate to the information
about the WordPress template, as well as the
link.

4. After reading this information, you’re
interested in trying this out yourself. How
would you use the walkthrough to add the
template to your WordPress site?

Using the walkthrough, the user should be able
to find the template on WordPress and activate
it on their account.

5. Now that you’ve got the template on your
site, let’s work on customizing it. Where
would you go to access the information
about Typography? Let’s say that you’re
specifically looking for an explanation of
serif fonts vs. sans-serif fonts.

Once the user is on the correct lesson page,
they should see the information by skimming
the lesson once. They should not have to scroll
up and down or search for keywords.

6. After reading this information, you feel
equipped to customize the fonts in the
template. What kind of font would you
use for the headline?

Users should keep it a serif font, citing the
information they read in the UX guide.
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7. Your typography is customized, but a
picture is worth a thousand words. Refer
back to the UX guide. Where would you
find information on best practices for
using photos?

Once the user is on the correct lesson page,
they should see the information by skimming
the lesson once. They should not have to scroll
up and down or search for keywords.

8. You have a news story about quarantine
pet adoptions. Using the information you
read about photos, how would you upload
any image of a cat to your site? Referring
back to the UX guide, be sure the image is
an appropriate size.

The user should find any stock image,
download it, and upload it to their site. Per the
UX guide, users should check the size of the
image and resize it if necessary.

9. Now that you have an image, it’s
important to ensure that everybody can
appreciate it. Where would you look on
the UX guide to find information about
accessibility? Consider specifically the
challenges faced by the seeing impaired.

Once the user is on the correct lesson page,
they should see the information by skimming
the lesson once. They should not have to scroll
up and down or search for keywords.

10. That’s great, but what about any readers
with seeing impairments? Local news is
for everybody! Using the information you
just read, add alt text to your image so
that people who use screen readers are
still able to access your content.

Per the UX guide, users should describe the
image clearly in the appropriate place for alt
text.

11. You’re ready to take a break, but you’re
also really excited about this new tool.
You want to be sure you remember where
to find it, and you also want to share it
with your colleagues. Where would you
go to find the Juxtapose contact
information?

Users should find the contact and social media
information in fewer than five clicks.
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WordPress Theme Task Table
Tasks Success/

Fail
Notes

1. You’ve just stumbled across this website
and are scanning the homepage to find
out more. From your first few seconds
looking at it, what do you think this
website’s purpose is? What do you even
do here?

Does the style and placeholder content
communicate that the template is designed
for news?

2. What is your initial impression of the
website’s design? Think aloud as you
explore the site.

Listen for general feedback on design or
specific comments, critiques or suggestions.

3. You’ve just found this local news site and
want to learn more about it to make sure
it is credible. Where would you go to learn
more about who owns this site?

Monitor and time for first click, starting when
the subject begins attempting the task and
ending when they click. Record where they
clicked and ask them why they chose that
option. (The About or Contact pages should be
used.)

4. You want to find a photo of your friend at
a football game a year ago. Where would
you go to find an article about that
game?

Monitor and time for first click starting when
the subject begins attempting the task and
ending when they click. Record where they
clicked and ask them why they chose that
option. (The search or navigation bar should
be used.)

5. Is there anything you feel is missing from
the site or a feature you typically see on
local news site that could be useful here?
Do you have any other comments about
the site?

The website template should demonstrate that
common news features are options here.
Record feedback for any suggestions of
missing items.

Analysis
● The primary goal for each task is bolded.

○ These tasks are measured with a binary success rate.
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○ Success rate per task will be calculated.
● The notes column describes more specific product goals for each task.

○ Testers should make notes about how the product meets or does not meet these goals
for users.

○ These goals are measured through notes, and will be referenced in addition to the
success rate per task.
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Surveys

User Pre-test Survey
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https://forms.gle/rvGQ3Ye3s7HeusWK7
https://forms.gle/rvGQ3Ye3s7HeusWK7


User Post-test Survey
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https://forms.gle/hegZ9UjWwNfibjzq5
https://forms.gle/hegZ9UjWwNfibjzq5


Reader Pre-test Survey
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1MZsXus7SOrCkp8x0439G-1Qxp1B8JruVaUL7Lbj-SYg/edit?usp=sharing


Reader Post-test Survey
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1WP20X3o37eEl94u7k6NPGYG7Xuui2XLqJ-rbUyrvvnI/edit?usp=sharing

